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29 March 2020 

Remote Sales of Alcohol 

In the current climate, we have been asked for clarification on where the sale of alcohol takes place if it’s sent 
out by way of delivery or mail order? 

This takes me back a few years to 1896, when the High Court considered the case of Pletts v Beattie.  A Police 
Inspector who thought it of national importance to investigate and ultimately prosecute a publican who was 
selling beer in the very early days of Deliveroo! 

The publican, Mr Pletts would send a postcard (read that nowadays for email) to the customer who would then 
complete it and return it by post to the pub.  The pub would then select the ales that the customer wanted and 
dispatch them from the pub, presumably by horse, cart or dray.   

The erstwhile Inspector took the view that the sale of alcohol took place when the customer completed the 
postcard and therefore the sale took place on premises which were not licensed. 

Following the publican’s prosecution, Pletts appealed to the High Court who found that the sale took place 
where the appropriation of the alcohol took place.  In layman terms, where the alcohol is selected and set aside 
for the customer.  In these circumstances, when the postcard was received at the pub and when the beer was 
selected and marked for dispatch for the customer i.e. on the licence premises. 

Mr Pletts was therefore gleefully acquitted and able to carry on furnishing his wares as beforehand.  The 
principle of appropriation was developed and enacted in the Licensing Act 2003 and the statutory guidance 
which recognises that the sale takes place where the appropriation takes place. 

Therefore, if you are dispatching goods from a warehouse, that’s the area which needs to be licensed.  If you 
are setting them aside and dispatching them from a premises which is already licensed, that should be lawful 
as the place where the appropriation takes place, provided that there are no conditions on the licence either 
prohibiting or restricting off-sales.   

I hope we see lots more Mr Pletts and a lot less Inspectors taking such an extreme view over the forthcoming 
weeks! 
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